Note: The reason we have included this is that the challenge in maintaining a strong, high-quality workforce goes
well beyond the transportation sector. All public sector employers are struggling with the same challenge. Rather
than reinvent the wheel, the transportation sector should look to other sectors for guidance on how they have
addressed the issue. The following article talks about efforts in Washington, DC, to attract and retain high quality
teachers. To ensure that efforts to retain teachers are aligned with the reasons they are leaving, DC has surveyed
teachers as they exit. As they have responded to the problems identified, their retention rate has markedly improved.
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Teacher Appreciation Week means lots of candy bars, apple magnets, and pep rallies in
teachers’ honor. But are these gifts what mean the most to today’s teachers? In a new
Bellwether analysis, we studied DC Public Schools’ teacher exit survey data to gure out why
teachers were leaving the district, where they were going, and what DCPS could have done
to keep them. By disaggregating the responses by teachers’ latest performance ratings, we
were able to zero in on potential strategies for retaining the best educators in the district.

The top job-related reason highly e ective teachers cited for leaving was
work-life balance. This makes sense: Good teaching is hard, and it’s even
harder in a district where 3 out of 4 students are economically disadvantaged.
The second most common factor was school leadership. Also understandable,
because a principal’s impact on teachers’ day-to-day satisfaction is enormous.
However, the third factor intrigued us. Fifteen percent of highly e ective
teachers left the district to pursue a leadership opportunity somewhere else.
These are educators who want to grow in their profession and take on more
responsibility as they gain pro ciency.

For the average public school district, this wouldn’t have surprised us. Many
districts lack a streamlined, transparent career ladder that rewards
performance and lets early career teachers take on responsibility. But DC
Public Schools is not one of them.
In 2012, DCPS launched the Leadership Initiative for Teachers (LIFT), a vestage career ladder on which teachers advance based on their annual
performance rating. With each new stage, teachers have access to a host of
opportunities for growth, possibilities to coach and mentor others, or engage
in policy and curriculum design. Since 2013, the Teacher Leadership
Innovation program has let high-performing teachers reduce their teaching
load and spend part of their day coaching their colleagues. After ve years of
pedagogical experience, teachers can apply for the Mary Jane Patterson
Fellowship for Aspiring Principals, DCPS’s 30-month-long principal
preparation program.

Now, we have no way of knowing how many more teachers might have left
DCPS had it not been for LIFT. But according to teachers, the district still has
more to do to retain its aspiring leaders.
This is especially true for teachers of color, who cited leadership opportunities
as the No. 1 factor that would have kept them in the district, while white
teachers put “more leadership opportunities” only in fth place, after
retention e orts related to school leadership and work-life balance. This data
point alone is reason enough for DCPS to examine their leadership pipeline
and consider reaching out to teachers of color or addressing issues of bias in
hiring decisions.
Where did high-performing teachers eager for leadership opportunities go
after DCPS? While most continued working in a public school district, we
found that those leaving for a leadership opportunity were more likely to
switch to the charter sector. In fact, the share of high-performing teachers
switching to a charter school tripled when just considering the subgroup that
left for a leadership role.
Research shows that, compared with traditional districts, charter principals
typically have fewer years of teaching experience before becoming a school
leader. In some charter school networks with high teacher turnover, it’s not
uncommon for teachers to be promoted to the principal role in their early 30s.
So are teachers switching to charters to get promoted faster? Are aspiring
leaders perhaps deterred by the red tape that comes with public school
leadership? Or is there some other reason?
We would need more re ned exit surveys to understand how teachers make
these decisions.
Still, we were able to identify some potential strategies for keeping the best
educators in the district:

● Give experienced teachers more options for extended leave and part-time
employment.
● Make sure school leaders show encouragement and recognition, and
provide behavioral and instructional support.
● Pay attention to what high-performing teachers want and where they go
when they leave, to learn about speci c changes or incentives that would
retain them.
● Don’t focus on retaining potential career changers, as most say there was
nothing the district could have done to retain them.
● Market opportunities for leadership toward teachers of color and address
potential bias when hiring for leadership positions.
Even though 92 percent of high-performing teachers stay in the district, as any
student will tell you, every great teacher matters. And retaining them,
especially teachers of color, should be top of mind in any school district.
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